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Abstract
The present talk introduces a formal framework and a software tool for the computation
on partitioned matrices. The interest will be illustrated on the basis of some iterative
algorithms encountered in chemometrics or sensometrics.
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Résumé en Français
La présente communication introduit un cadre formel et un outil logiciel adapté pour le
calcul sur des matrices partitionnées. L’intérêt sera illustré sur la base de quelques
algorithmes itératifs rencontrés en chimiométrie et en sensométrie.
Mots-clés : algèbre matricielle, tenseurs, données multiblocs, méthodes multiblocs,
Matlab, R

1.

Problem statement.

It is well known that many tools in chemometrics (sensometrics) are based on matrix algebra. As an
example the Singular Value Decomposition [1] is one of the most popular algorithms coming from
matrix algebra and frequently used in chemometrics (sensometrics).
The connection between chemometrics (sensometrics) and matrix algebra is of major importance.
Indeed, the matrix algebra contributed not only to consolidate the mathematical basis of the chemometric
(sensometric) methods, but also to provide computational and geometric tools that facilitated the design
of dedicated software for these methods. Just remember that the acronym of the most used software in
chemometrics MatLab means Matrix Laboratory.
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Matrices and tensors do not cover the full range of data acquired in chemometrics (sensometrics).
Indeed, the continuous development of sensors allows today to acquire various kinds of measurement
on one or more groups of individuals [2]. Mathematically, these data can be conceptualized as
partitioned matrices.
Both Matrix algebra [1] and tensor algebra [3] appear inadequate to manipulate partitioned matrices.
New specific rules for computation on partitioned matrices are needed. Indeed, it is always possible to
manipulate partitioned matrices as simple matrices without considering the associated partition. This
approach is especially inappropriate when the partition is an essential component of the problem to be
solved. This is the case for the so called multiblock methods [4,5]. Furthermore, the partitioned matrices
cannot be represented as tensors since the modes of blocks are all not identical.

2.

Contributions

The aim of this talk is twofold. The first is conceptual, it consists to introduce a more appropriate
vocabulary for partitioned matrices and to propose a standardization of notations used for these entities.
The fundamental aspects, in particular different types of products between partitioned matrices, will be
introduced and discussed.
The second aim of the present talk is practical. It consists to describe a computational kernel for handling
partitioned matrices under MATLAB and R called respectively BlockMatrix [6] and BlockBerry [7].
The practical interest of this kernel lies in the fast prototyping algorithms involving partitioned matrices.
This will be illustrated via iterative algorithms for multiblock methods [5].
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